Several attention-related wave forms in auditory areas: a topographic study.
The purpose of this study was to progress in the understanding of the electrogenesis of attention-related wave forms in order to highlight some of the underlying attentional processes. ERPs were recorded from 16 electrodes, from 12 subjects who attended selectively to either high or low pitch tones delivered at a constant inter-stimulus interval of 800 msec to either right or left ear, while ignoring a concurrent sequence of tones of the other pitch delivered to the other ear. The attention-related wave forms were obtained by subtracting ERPs to unattended tones from ERPs to the same tones when they were attended. These wave forms were topographically displayed by both potential maps and scalp current density maps and compared with the corresponding maps of the N1 component of the ERPs, to determine the similarity of their generators. It has been shown that the attention effect is expressed by at least two components in specific auditory areas, one of small amplitude, occurring during the ascending slope of the N1 component, sensitive to the pitch of the attended stimulus, and possibly originating in the supratemporal plane of the auditory cortex; another of large amplitude, peaking symmetrically over both hemispheres and having a different topography from that of the N1 component. As described by other authors, a third, later, component appears over frontal areas, but probably originates from deeper sources of the brain. Models of selective attention processes, particularly the 'attentional trace' concept, are discussed in the light of these results.